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ABSTRACT

architectural challenges and performance benefits when executing pipelined kernels. Overall, the state-of-the-art GPU
architectures are not able to fully utilize the execution benefits of pipelined kernels. The on-chip local memories are
bound to individual Compute Units (CUs) and are only
shared within work-items in a single kernel. As a result,
the entire stream of data accesses demanded by multiple
pipelined kernels is forwarded to off-chip memory, thereby
minimizing the potential for overlapped execution, while increasing the latency and the power consumption.
Compared to GPUs, FPGAs have a number of features
that allow them to support the OpenCL Pipe execution semantics. Altera recently announced support for OpenCL
2.0 features, including the Pipe semantic. The FPGA’s reconfigurability simplifies pipeline realization and opens up
the door to improve throughput of pipelined kernels. However, OpenCL support for FPGAs, and in particular the
Pipe feature, are in their early stages. There has been little
prior work that considers the challenges and potential of the
Pipes. This motivates us to explore the potential benefits of
the OpenCL Pipe semantics for FPGAs. There is little guidance for OpenCL programmers and FPGA vendors to aid
the development of pipelined kernels and perform synthesis.
Decisions such as granularity and the rate of streaming data
sent cross stages of pipelined kernels, as well as placement
of the Pipe memories, have not been explored in detail.
This paper considers the impact of the OpenCL Pipe semantic, and how we can leverage it for FPGA compute efficiency. We focus our attention on streaming applications.
We study vision-based object detection flow, which combines four vision kernels (smoothing, MoG background subtraction, erosion, and dilation). Our work compares overall throughput when executing parallel kernels, comparing
non-pipelined (i.e., sequential) and pipelined execution. We
demonstrate that in order to utilize the potential benefits
of pipelined execution, multiple design alternatives need to
be explored and optimized to achieve efficient execution.
The main bottleneck is present in the memory interface,
especially when kernels issue parallel memory accesses concurrently. Through a proper resizing of a kernel’s granularity, as well as an adjustment of the rate and volume
of streaming data transfer, pipelined execution achieves far
higher throughput. Given our example of vision flow, we
observe a 2.8X speed-up. Furthermore, this paper proposes
a novel mechanism to effectively capture the behavior of 2dimensional (2D) vision algorithms in an OpenCL abstraction. The proposed mechanism offers an OpenCL wrapper
to efficiently overlap streaming data transfer and vision processing in 2D vision processing; maximizing the benefits of
kernel-level pipeline execution on vision applications. The
solutions discussed in this paper can guide FPGA vendors
and developers to fully utilize the benefits of pipelined exe-

This paper evaluates the potential benefits of leveraging
the OpenCL Pipe semantic to accelerate FPGA-based applications. Our work focuses on streaming applications in
the embedded vision processing domain. These applications
are well-suited for concurrent kernel execution support and
inter-kernel communication enabled by using OpenCL pipes.
We analyze the impact of multiple design factors and application optimizations to improve the performance offered by
OpenCL Pipes. The design tradeoffs considered include: the
execution granularity across kernels, the rate and volume of
data transfers, and the Pipe size. For our case study application of vision flow, we observe a 2.8X increase in throughput
for tuned pipelined kernels, as compared to non-pipelined
execution. In addition, we propose a novel mechanism to efficiently capture the behavior for 2-dimensional (2D) vision
algorithms to benefit Pipe-based execution.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) are well-suited
to handle streaming applications, including vision processing, software defined radio and radar processing. A customized data-path allows an FPGA to deliver much higher
giga-operations (GOPs) per watt as compared to more general purpose alternatives, such as GPUs and DSPs. To
streamline FPGA programming, the general trend is to raise
the programming abstraction. The Open Computing Language (OpenCL) provides a attractive programming interface to express parallel execution, while abstracting away
many of the implementation details [5]. Varying grains of
parallelism (kernel, thread-level, as well as data-level) can
be easily expressed in OpenCL, without knowledge of the
underlying hardware. At the same time, by working across
multiple forms of parallelism, an application developed in
OpenCL can help guide the synthesis process to generate a
much more efficient data-path.
One key feature of OpenCL 2.0 is the Pipe execution semantic. The Pipe semantic can effectively capture the execution behavior of streaming applications, which comprise
multiple kernels working in parallel over changing streams
of data. Utilizing the OpenCL Pipe semantic could potentially produce great improvements in application throughput by fully overlapping execution and data exchange between OpenCL kernels. Leveraging Pipes opens up additional opportunities for efficient management of streaming
data access, as well as reducing synchronization overhead.
Despite the significant potential, architectural support for
OpenCL Pipes is in its nascent stages. GPUs and FPGAs
are the two major platforms aiming to support OpenCL
Pipes. GPU vendors are still in the process of identifying the
This work was presented in part at the international symposium on HighlyEfficient Accelerators and Reconfigurable Technologies (HEART2015)
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cution.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides background information, including the vision
application under study, and the Pipe execution semantic
in OpenCL 2. Section 3 covers the pipeline exploration, including multitude source-level design decisions and their effects on the FPGA data-path and execution efficiency. Section 4 introduces our proposed OpenCL wrapper for efficient
streaming data communication in 2D vision processing. Section 5 presents experimental results. Section 6 briefly reviews related work. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2.

and restarted often to support synchronization and data exchange. Inter-kernel communication between multiple kernels is challenging to implement, since all communication
primitives between OpenCL kernels are built using atomic
operations within workgroups of an NDRange.
The OpenCL Pipe provides for well-defined communication and synchronization when concurrent kernels execute in
a consumer-producer fashion. An OpenCL Pipe is a typed
memory object which maintains data in a first-in-first-out
(FIFO) manner. The Pipe object is created and initialized
by the host and stores data in form of packets. Access to
the Pipe is restricted to the kernels executing on the device
(FPGA/GPU) and cannot be updated by the host. Memory transactions on the Pipe object are carried out using
OpenCL built-in functions such as read pipe and write pipe.
Multiple Pipes which have different access permissions can
be accessed in the same kernel.

BACKGROUND

2.1

Object Detection Vision Flow

MoG

Errosion

Figure 2: Inter-kernel communication using OpenCL Pipes.
Fig. 2 illustrates a case where a Pipe object is used for
communication between two kernels. The producer kernel
writes the tile-id of the data in the Pipe. The tile-id is
retrieved by the consumer kernel and is used as an offset into
the intermediate data buffer to obtain input data. The Pipe
can also be used to pass a reference to the data instead of
the entire data object. The producer and consumer kernels
execute concurrently on the device. The state of the data
in the Pipe object is maintained until the Pipe object is
released by the host. Changes to the state of the Pipe are
visible to all kernels accessing the Pipe.
To support the Pipe semantic on a FPGA, Altera has recently released a compiler and tool to build and run OpenCL
applications; supporting the OpenCL 1.0 API and the Pipe
semantic feature introduced in OpenCL 2.0. This feature
is called a channel in the Altera OpenCL tool. An AOCL
channel is a FIFO buffer which allows kernels to communicate directly with each other, independent of the host processor. The read and write operations in AOCL channels
can be either blocking or non-blocking [2]. The blocking
read and write operations may cause stalls in the compute
pipeline. The stalls occur either when the producer tries
to write data into the channel while the channel is full, or
when the consumer tries to read from an empty channel.
These scenarios happen in the case of having unbalanced
producer/consumer kernels. The channel depth attribute
helps the programmer deal with these situations. The programmer can increase the depth of the channel to guard
against getting full when the consumer is slower than the
producer.
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To evaluate the benefits of OpenCL Pipes, we focus our
attention on a popular streaming application from the field
of computer vision. Fig. 1 shows the flow of our targeted
vision application. The application is widely used for object
detection and tracking [13, 9]. The application consists of
4 streaming kernels operating on pixel streams, processing
a vision flow. Below is a brief description of the individual
kernels.
Pixel smoothing (SMT): This kernel is a 2D filter implementing a Gaussian pixel density smoothing function [7].
The kernel adjusts the value of each pixel based on the values of neighboring pixels.
Mixture of Gaussians (MoG): MoG is a commonly
used machine learning algorithm for subtracting the foreground pixels from the background scene [11]. MoG employs
multiple Gaussian distributions to capture the multi-modal
background values per pixel. The output of the MoG kernel
is a Foreground (FG) mask.
Erosion (ERO): Erosion applies a 2D vision filter to
calculate the minimum value from the neighbors of a pixel.
Erosion operates on the FG mask, removing random FG
pixels in the foreground scene.
Dilation (DIL): Dilation also applies a 2D vision filter,
calculating the maximum value from the neighborhood of
each pixel. Dilation is used to fill the inside of an object
body in the FG mask.

Dialation

Figure 1: Object detection vision flow.
As highlighted in Fig. 1, each kernel operates on the output stream of the previous kernel. The streaming data is
passed to the next kernel in the kernel pipeline. Smoothing,
Erosion, and Dilation are all 2D vision filters. The dimension of the window varies from 3×3 to 7×7 or more – a higher
resolution frame requires a larger window size. In contrast,
MoG operates on independent pixels, and does not consider
the pixel’s neighborhood.

2.2

Pipe semantic in OpenCL 2.0

3.

This section explores pipeline design tradeoffs, including
a number of key source-level design decisions that effect the
FPGA data-path and execution efficiency. Fig. 3 shows both
sequential and concurrent kernel execution scenarios. In the
sequential scenario (highlighted in Fig. 3a), first the host
processor (CPU) writes the input frame into the global mem-

The object detection vision flow described in Fig. 1 is an
example of a tightly-coupled application with multiple compute kernels. These tightly-coupled applications invariably
demand a high degree of communication. In such workloads, even though the enqueued OpenCL kernels utilize
the same memory space, they will still need to be stopped
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ory for the FPGA to use. Then the CPU launches the first
kernel (SMT). The SMT kernel performs the pixel smoothing operation on the input frame. Theoretically, when the
first pixel of the input frame is calculated by the SMT kernel,
the next kernel (MoG) can start its operation on that pixel.
However, since there is no communication mechanism between kernels in this case, the MoG kernel has to wait until
the SMT kernel completes its processing. At that moment,
the host processor launches the next kernel. This sequence
continues until all four kernels are finished. Then, the host
CPU reads the result frame and writes the next frame into
the global memory for processing.

Global Memory
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Consumer
Pixel read
Pixel compute

Block compute

FPGA
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(a) Synchronized data transfer.

(b) Control signal transfer.

Figure 4: Kernel synchronization.
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Figure 5: Dimension transform module method.
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Figure 3: Sequential vs. concurrent kernel execution.
The sequential scenario (highlighted in Fig. 3a) has two
main inefficiencies. The first is the latency incurred due to
individual kernel execution. Second, there are multiple accesses issued to global memory. Each kernel reads in the
input data from global memory, and writes back the result
into global memory for the other kernels to use. In the concurrent scenario (Fig. 3b), the CPU writes the input frame
into global memory, then launches all kernels at the same
time. The SMT kernel reads in the input frame, pixel-bypixel, and performs the pixel smoothing operation. After
computing the new value for each pixel, the SMT kernel
writes the result into a Pipe (or channel) for the MoG kernel to use. Then the SMT kernel can start the computation
for the next pixel, while the MoG kernel reads in the calculated pixel from the Pipe and begins processing on that
pixel. A similar pattern of communication takes place between the MoG and ERO kernels, and also between the ERO
and DIL kernels. The DIL kernel, which represents the final
stage in the pipeline, writes the result back to the global
memory. This pipelined execution continues until all pixels
of the input frame have passed through all stages. Then the
CPU reads the result and writes the next input frame to
the global memory. Fig. 3b shows how kernel execution is
overlapped in this case. Also, the number of off-chip global
memory accesses has decreased dramatically compared to
the sequential execution.
Synchronizing the kernels and running them in a pipelined
fashion can be a challenging task. This is particularly true
for a 2D kernel which needs the value of the pixel, as well
as the neighboring pixels. As an example, when the MoG
kernel performs background subtraction on the first pixel
of the frame (p0,0 ), it writes the result into the Pipe for the
ERO kernel. The ERO kernel reads that pixel from the Pipe
and starts the erosion operation. However, the ERO kernel
also needs pixels p0,1 , p1,0 , and p1,1 which are the neighbors
of pixel p0,0 . In this case, we need to provide all neighboring pixels to calculate p0,0 before the ERO kernel can start
its processing. In other words, each work-item in the 2D
kernel, which is in charge of computing one pixel position
of the input frame, reads 9 pixels as the input (assuming a
3×3 filter window), while the same work-item outputs only
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0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3 0,4 0,5 0,6 0,7

0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3 0,4 0,5 0,6 0,7

1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3 1,4 1,5 1,6 1,7

1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3 1,4 1,5 1,6 1,7

2,0 2,1 2,2 2,3 2,4 2,5 2,6 2,7

2,0 2,1 2,2 2,3 2,4 2,5 2,6 2,7

3,0 3,1 3,2 3,3 3,4 3,5 3,6 3,7

3,0 3,1 3,2 3,3 3,4 3,5 3,6 3,7

4,0 4,1 4,2 4,3 4,4 4,5 4,6 4,7

4,0 4,1 4,2 4,3 4,4 4,5 4,6 4,7

5,0 5,1 5,2 5,3 5,4 5,5 5,6 5,7

5,0 5,1 5,2 5,3 5,4 5,5 5,6 5,7

Figure 6: Kernel synchronization using control signals for
data transfer through Pipes.
a single pixel value. The disparity in size between the input
and the output for the 2D kernels makes the synchronization
mechanism challenging. In this section, we introduce synchronization methods for 1D and 2D kernels using OpenCL
Pipe.

3.1

Synchronizing Data Transfer using Pipes

To provide synchronization, we use local memory to manage input data for the 2D kernels. The local memory is
an on-chip memory shared between all work-items within
a work-group. Since the local memory size is limited, we
divide the input frame into several blocks. Each block is assigned to a work-group to complete the 2D kernel. The
work-groups are executed in a sequential manner. Each
work-group fetches a block of the frame from local memory,
and performs the computation. The computation consists of
two steps. In the first step, each work-item within the workgroup reads the pixel value from the pipe, and stores that
value in local memory. In the second step, each work-item
has access to all pixels in the block, including the neighboring pixels. In this step, each work-item reads all needed
pixels from the local memory and performs the actual computation on its pixel position.
Using synchronized data transfer (see Fig. 4a), the kernels
are synchronized in such a way that they can be executed
concurrently in a pipelined fashion. We can avoid global
memory accesses in the middle stages of the pipeline. However, this method has some drawbacks. First, to guarantee that the first step is completed by all work-items before
starting the second step, we need to use barriers between the
two steps. Using barriers imposes resource utilization overhead to implement the barrier mechanism. It also imposes
a delay due to pipeline stalls. The value for all of the pixels within the block need to be calculated by the producer
kernel before the consumer kernel starts its actual computa-
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Figure 7: Kernel synchronization using the dimension transform module.
we avoid using barriers to synchronize work-items. This
method provides a pixel-level pipeline structure, similar to
the control signal transfer method. It combines the advantages of both synchronized data transfer and control signal
transfer methods to increase the throughput of the vision
flow.

tion (the second step). In other words, the kernels are being
executed in a block-level pipeline instead of in a pixel-level
pipelined fashion.
Another disadvantage of the current coarse-grained data
transfer method is the need to divide frames into blocks
based on local memory size limitations. Since the pixels on
the block boundaries cannot access all neighboring pixels,
the block division imposes a quality loss at the boundaries.
Increasing the block size, and therefore decreasing the number of blocks, improves the quality. However, the block size
is limited by the size of local memory. Also, increasing the
block size increases the number of pipeline stalls, and therefore decreases overall performance.

Algorithm 1 Dimension Transform Module
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

3.2

A Protocol for Managing Data Transfers
using Pipes

8:
9:
10:
11:

Instead of using Pipes for data transfer across kernels, we
choose to use global memory. Each work-item in a kernel
reads the required pixels from the global memory, performs
the computation, and writes the result back into the global
memory. We use Pipes as the mechanism to synchronize the
kernels. The kernels communicate with each other through
the pipes by sending control signals. As an example, consider the MoG and ERO kernels (Fig. 6). To perform the
erosion operation on pixel p1,1 , the ERO kernel needs pixels
p0,0 , p0,1 , p0,2 , p1,0 , p1,1 , p1,2 , p2,0 , p2,1 , and p2,2 . Using
control signals, the MoG kernel sends a signal to the ERO
kernel when it calculates pixel p2,2 and writes it into the
global memory. Therefore, the ERO kernel does not have to
wait for all pixels to be calculated by the MoG kernel and
can start the computation as soon as the necessary neighboring pixels are ready.
Our control signal transfer method (Fig. 4b) provides a
finer-grained synchronization mechanism to execute kernels
concurrently. Concurrency is maintained at the level of
a pixel. There are no barriers, and so we avoid pipeline
stalls and resource wastage. We also maintain vision quality,
which can tend to deteriorate due to the use of block division. However, the disadvantage of this method is that the
streaming data is transferred through off-chip global memory. Since all kernels are executing concurrently, all kernels
need to access the global memory at the same time. This
memory contention can impact the performance in memorybound kernels.

4.

12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

Algorithm 2 2D kernel
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

kernel void SMT()
tid ← get global id()
switch tid
case top lef t corner
read channel(middle center)
read channel(middle right)
read channel(bottom center)
read channel(bottom right)
case top boundry
read channel(middle lef t)
read channel(middle center)
read channel(middle right)
read channel(bottom lef t)
read channel(bottom center)
read channel(bottom right)
...
case non boundry
read f rom all channels()
perf orm computation()

This method takes advantage of a new transformation
called the Dimension Transform Module, which is designed
to provide pixel data for 2D kernels (see Fig. 5). This module has one Pipe as its input to receive input pixels. It has
9 Pipes (assuming a 3×3 filter size) to provide all needed
pixels to the consumer, the next 2D kernel. The output
Pipes are labeled as top-left, top-center, top-right, middleleft, middle-center, middle-right, bottom-left, bottom-center,
bottom-right. The dimension transform module (see Algorithm 1) reads pixel data from the input Pipe, and writes
the pixel in as many output Pipes as needed. Based on the
pixel position, the dimension transform module decides if
the pixel is the top-left neighbor of another pixel. If it is,

2D COMMUNICATION WRAPPER

Next, we describe our proposed OpenCL wrapper to accelerate streaming data communication in 2D vision processing. A Pipe can be used for data transfers between kernels, similar to the synchronized data transfer method. This
helps to reduce the number of global memory accesses dramatically. There is no need to divide the frame into blocks,
and utilize the local memory to provide data for 2D kernels.
Therefore, this method does not suffer any quality loss, and
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kernel void DTM()
tid ← get global id()
pixel ← inF rame[tid]
switch tid
case top lef t corner
write channel(top lef t, pixel)
write channel(top center, pixel)
write channel(middle lef t, pixel)
write channel(middle center, pixel)
case top boundry
write channel(top lef t, pixel)
write channel(top center, pixel)
write channel(top right, pixel)
write channel(middle lef t, pixel)
write channel(middle center, pixel)
write channel(middle right, pixel)
...
case non boundry
write to all channels(pixel)
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Table 1: The implemented designs and associated features.
Implementation
Feature
SEQ
sequential execution
PPE
partially pipelined execution
SDT
synchronizing data transfer method
CST
control signal transfer method
DTM
dimension transform module method

the module writes the pixel into the top-left Pipe. The module does the same procedure for the other output Pipes as
well. If the input pixel is not a boundary pixel, then it is a
neighbor for 9 pixels. Therefore, the module writes to all 9
output Pipes. As an example, the pixel p0,0 , the top left corner pixel of the frame, is the top-left neighbor of pixel p1,1 . It
also is the top-center, middle-left, and middle-center neighbor of pixels p1,0 , p0,1 , and p0,0 , respectively. Therefore, the
dimension transform module writes this pixel into the topleft, top-center, middle-left, and middle-center output Pipes.
The consumer kernel is placed after the dimension transform kernel. The consumer kernel (see Algorithm 2) reads
the required pixel values from the appropriate Pipes. For
example, the pixel p0,0 , reads the neighboring pixels from
middle-center, middle-right, bottom-center, and bottom-right
Pipes. The dimension transform module enables 2D kernels
to access the data through the Pipes without using local
memory. Fig. 7 shows the kernels used in this method.

5.

Table 2: System characteristics used in this study.
Host
Xeon CPU E5410
Host clock
2.33 GHz
FPGA Family
Stratix-V
FPGA Device 5SGXEA7N2F45C2
ALMs
234,720
Registers
939K
Block memory bits
52,428,800
DSP Blocks
256
accesses, stalls, and global memory bandwidth efficiency.
Stalls refer to the percentage of time that a memory access causes a pipeline stall. The global memory bandwidth
efficiency also refers to the percentage of total bytes fetched
from global memory that the kernel program uses. Fig. 8
shows the impact of using Pipes on the performance. Fig. 9
also represents the number of accesses to different types of
memory, as well as the global memory access efficiency. The
maximum global memory bandwidth is 25.6 GB/s.
The sequential execution scenario (our baseline) can process 21 frames/second. Using only one Pipe between the
SMT and MoG kernels (PPE) increases the performance to
24 frames/second. Increasing the number of Pipes between
the kernels, and decreasing the number of global memory
accesses, increases the global memory access efficiency in
the SDT and DTM implementations (see Fig. 9). In these
cases, we see 2.7X and 2.8X speed-up for SDT and DTM,
respectively. We can achieve up to 57 FPS in DTM, which
is approaching real-time processing speeds. In the CST implementation, Pipes have been used for synchronization, but
not for data transfer. Therefore, the number of global memory accesses is still as high as the SEQ and PPE implementations. The total number of accesses has increased because
of the overhead of Pipe accesses. However, the four kernels
are executed concurrently in this case, and we see 2X speedup (40 FPS) in the CST implementation. Since the kernels
are executed at the same time, the global memory efficiency
is lower due to added contention.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We have implemented the vision flow application using
the 3 different methods introduced in previous sections. Our
implementation is based on the OpenCL 1.0 standard, the
version currently supported by the Altera tool. Table 1 describes 5 different implementations of the vision flow application and the feature used in each implementation. The
first implementation (SEQ) is the sequential kernel execution. There are no Pipes between the kernels.
The kernels are designed using NDRanges versus OpenCL
Tasks. This allows individual work-items within the NDRange
kernel to communicate with work-items in another NDRangebased kernel through an OpenCL Pipe. Each kernel reads
the input frame from global memory, performs its computation, and stores the result back to the global memory for the
next kernel. This implementation is considered as the baseline. In the second implementation, the MoG kernel (the
only 1D kernel in our vision flow), is connected to the producer SMT kernel through a Pipe. This implementation is
partially pipelined (PPE). The host processor launches the
SMT and MoG kernels, which run concurrently, while the
other two kernels are executed sequentially. This implementation evaluates the impact of overlapping 1D kernels only
in our sample application. The other 3 implementations
have the same Pipe as before in the MoG kernel. They
also overlap the 2D kernel execution, as well as leverage
the 3 new methods developed. The third implementation
(SDT) uses the synchronized data transfer method, while
the fourth (CST) and fifth (DTM) implementations use the
finer-grained control signal transfer method and dimension
transform module method, respectively.
We have targeted the Altera Stratix-V FPGA as the accelerator architecture. Table 2 shows the system parameters in
more details. We have also used the Altera SDK for OpenCL
v14.0 [1] for compiling and synthesizing the OpenCL code.
The experiments are carried out on a sequence of 120 full
HD (1080×1920) frames of a soccer field.

5.1

5.2

Resource Utilization

The resources available on the Altera Stratix-V FPGA
board are presented in Table 2. The Adaptive Logic Module (ALM) refers to the basic building block of the Altera
FPGA. The ALM can support up to eight inputs and eight
outputs. It also contains two combinational logic cells, two
or four register logic cells, two dedicated full-adders, a carry
chain, a register chain, and a 64-bit LUT mask. The Digital

Performance

We use the overall throughput (FPS) of the kernel executions as the performance metric. We also use the Altera
SDK for OpenCL (AOCL) profiler to evaluate the performance of various implementations in greater detail. The
AOCL profiler uses performance counters to collect kernel
performance data, and reports the memory read and write
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7.

Figure 9: Number of accesses to different types of memory.
Signal Processing (DSP) block is a feature to support higher
bit precision in high-performance DSP applications. The
DSP block contains input shift registers to implement digital filtering applications. The DSP can also implement up
to eight 9×9 multipliers, six 12×12 multipliers, four 18×18
multipliers, or two 36×36 multipliers.
Fig. 10 compares various implementations in terms of resource utilization. Increasing the block memory bit usage
in the SDT, CST, and DTM implementations increases the
amount of on-chip local memory used. As a result, these
designs use local memory more than off-chip global memory. Using the Dimension Transform Module, we decreased
the registers usage by 9%. Also the local memory usage is
lowered by 5% and 2% when compared to SDT and CST, respectively. Our results show that the DTM implementation
uses memory more efficiently than the other implementations.

8.

RELATED WORK

OpenCL has attracted a lot of attention in the FPGA developer community. Since the release of OpenCL support
by Altera, research has been done to develop OpenCL programs targeting a FPGA as an accelerator. Chen et al. [4]
presented an implementation of a fractal video compression
algorithm. Andrade et al. [3] also explore the efficiency of
OpenCL-captured FFT-SPA decoder on FPGAs.
Little research has studies the benefits of OpenCL Pipes
on FPGAs and GPUs. The effects of inter-kernel communication on GPUs using Pipes has been studied by Ukidave
et al. [12]. Their work implements an OpenCL Pipe using
global memory on a GPU and evaluates the performance
benefits provided by concurrent kernel execution. Pipebased communication has also been used for task management using aggregation-based approaches for GPUs [8].
For FPGAs, one previous study using Pipes by Settle [10]
considered efficient DNA and RNA sequencing on FPGAs.
In this implementation, Pipe channels were utilized to communicate between adjacent diagonal and vertical cells. Gautier et al. [6] evaluated the performance, area, and programmability trade-offs of the Altera OpenCL tool based
on two prominent algorithms in 3D reconstruction.
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Figure 10: Resource Utilization

6.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we explored the potential benefits of using
OpenCL Pipes on an Altera FPGA. We proposed three different methods to synchronize concurrent OpenCL kernels.
To drive our study, we evaluated an object detection vision
application. As compared to a sequential kernel baseline,
we achieved a 2.8X speed-up when using the proposed dimension transform module. This speed-up translates to 57
frames per second. As a part of our future work, we plan to
broaden our study to include additional applications from
a range of problem domains that can benefit from Pipes.
We also plan to compare the efficiency of OpenCL Pipes on
additional FPGAs and GPUs.
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